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Local Changes in Bark Dimensions of Hevea
Brasiliensis Very Close to the Tapping Cut
W. A. SOUTHORN
Recent work on latex flow has indicated that an obstruction develops very close to the tapping cut within a few minutes of tapping. Instruments were devised to check the possibility
that such obstruction may result from a local collapse of latex vessels due to turgor
pressure differences. The results show that a small transient local collapse occurs, but it is
insufficient to cause any major obstruction to flow.
It has been suggested previously (PYKE, 1941;
GOODING, 1952 a and b; BOATMAN, 1966) that
the cessation of latex flow after tapping may
be due to collapse of the latex vessels following
loss of turgor pressure. These vessels form a
continuous system which is severed by the tapping cut; however, they are surrounded by discrete cells, among them only those in the path
of the knife being opened by the tapping
operation. Thus, there could be very considerable pressure differences between the latex
vessel and adjacent intact cells immediately
after tapping, resulting in collapse of the vessels and a throttling of latex flow. Much experimental work, bearing on this hypothesis,
has already been undertaken.
Pyke constructed a dendrometer to detect
fluctuations in the diameter of the trunk of
Hevea brasiliensis during tapping. He found
no contraction appearing above the tapping
cut but noticed that there was a definite decrease in diameter one inch below the cut, attributable to collapse of the latex vessels.
Gooding, using a modified form of Pyke's
dendrometer, confirmed his observations and
measured total contractions of approximately
20ft one inch below the cut after tapping. Boatman made further improvements to the dendrometer and detected a rather higher degree
of contraction. By sectioning the bark and
counting the number of latex vessel rings, he
arrived at an estimate of the extent to which
individual latex vessels were affected. Assuming that all the observed contraction occurred

on the side of the tree below the tapping cut,
and that the phenomenon was entirely accounted for by the collapse of latex vessels, he concluded that each vessel would be constricted
in bore by 3.5 to 5.7^. Since the mean bore
of the latex vessels was over 20/t such constriction would not entirely close the vessels.
Recently, however, experiments on repeated
tapping by BOATMAN (1966) have indicated
that some obstruction to flow occurs very swiftly after tapping and that it is located within the
millimetre of bark immediately below the cut.
Evidence for this is provided by the rapid drop
in latex flow rate after tapping; also removal
of a further millimetre of bark, a few minutes
after the original tapping, results in a temporary restoration of the high flow rate. The
possibility has therefore been considered that
an extremely local and severe vessel collapse
occurs immediately below the cut. No reliable
measurements have previously been made in
this region and it would indeed be difficult or
impossible to make such measurements with
any of the dendrometers so far available. It
was hence thought essential to design completely new instruments, two new types of which
were constructed for the study.
EXPERIMENTAL

A Reichert microscope (Type RC) coupled to
a Shackman 35 mm cine camera was mounted
on a platform strapped to the tree in such a
way that the microscope moved with the tree
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ted in a similar motion of the cross-lines,
which could be viewed and photographed
through the microscope against a calibrated
micrometer object scale. This showed directly
any relative motion of the outer bark in relation to the previously tapped bark. Individual
frames were photographed at intervals (of 20
seconds normally) starting before tapping and
continuing throughout the period of latex flow,
so that a complete photographic record of
bark movement could be obtained.
An alternative and much simpler instrument
was built later, drawing on the experience
gained in using the microscope device. This
consisted of a Mercer dial gauge mounted on
a duralumin head, and bolted to a robust cine
camera tripod (Figures 3 and 6). The tripod
had a rack and pinion elevator so that, when

in its response to wind movement (Figures 1
and 2). Two probes were coupled to the tree:
Probe C to the previously tapped panel, and
Probe D to a point 1.5 mm below the old tapping cut, i.e. 0.5 mm below the position to be
reached by the next cut. The original stage of
the microscope was removed and the probes
C and D were coupled by linkages to individual cross-lines which were held simultaneously in focus under the microscope. The
linkages were made of approximately equal
length, and of the same material (pyrex glass),
to cancel out the effect of thermal expansion.
The cross-lines were marked on glass plates
held in steel carriers which were kept in contact
and in the focal plane of the objective lens by
applying a weak magnetic field behind the
stage. Any relative motion of the probes resul-

Figure 1. Microscope device in position at the tree; (A) Camera with reflex viewer for
focussing; (B) Microscope body; (C) Reference probe; (D) Sensing probe; (E) Stage; and
(F) Collimated light meter.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of probe arrangements for microscope device. Inset
shows one frame from camera record.
placed against the tree, the sensing probe of
the dial gauge could be brought easily and
accurately to any desired position. The duralumin mounting was shaped so as to provide
a reference probe 20 mm below the gauge
probe. By reversing the mount an alternative
reference probe, 57 mm away from the gauge
probe, could be brought into action. One leg
of the tripod was retracted in use, causing the
apparatus pivoted on the remaining two legs,

the accuracy was less than that obtained with
the microscope device. The dial gauge instrument was of course much more robust and
much simpler to handle than the microscope
device, and less affected by transient small
flexures of the trunk.
RESULTS

The basic aim was to measure the motion of
the outer bark relative to the previously tapped
panel during the tapping operation using both
types of instruments. With the microscope
device the sensing probe was positioned
1.5 mm below the old cut as in Figure 3, in
such a way as to enable tapping without disturbing the device. After tapping, the time
lapse camera recorded changes in bark thickness 0.5 mm below the cut. With the dial gauge
instrument, the duralumin probe was placed

to rest gently against the tree, and push in the
gauge probe against its light spring until the
duralumin reference probe made contact with
the tree. This prevented further motion. By
adjusting the rack and pinion of the tripod,
the two probes were then positioned as required.
The gauge was scaled in 10 micron divisions
and could easily be read to 2(x discrimination.
This proved adequate for our purpose though
38
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Figure 3. Dial gauge in position for measuring bark contraction.
examined at 60 kv in a Philips E. M. 100
electron microscope. The sections gave no evidence of vessel collapse, showing probably the
tissues in a relaxed equilibrium state.
Experiments were made with mature, regularly tapped trees of two clones, RRIM 526
and PR 107. Estimated vessel diameters were
25(j. for RRIM 526 and 24y. for PR 107.
In all cases, an immediate bark contraction
was observed after tapping. This contraction
was followed by a slow recovery. It was noted
in experiments carried out over a period, that
the rate and extent of recovery varied very
much with climatic conditions. If trees were
tapped during a dry period, recovery was often
spread over many hours. On a humid day
after rains, the bark usually returned to its
original dimensions at about the same time as
the cessation of flow. Clearly the bark dimensions respond to slow changes in general condi-

1.5 mm below the cut and the gauge probe
temporarily pulled out of the way of the tapping knife. Readings were taken every few
seconds. Arrangements were made to record
flow rate throughout tapping.
After the experiment, samples of bark were
examined under a microscope. The bark samples were sectioned radially at approximately
10[j. thickness on a freezing microtome and
lightly stained with Sudan III to make the
latex vessels more prominent. Counts were
made of the latex vessel rings severed and an
estimate of the approximate mean vessel diameter was made.
The estimate was also checked by electron
microscopy. Small plugs of bark cut with a
punch were plunged quickly into chilled osmium fixative, sub-sectioned under fixative in
the field and embedded in epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections from the embedded blocks were
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Figure 4. Flow rate and bark contraction plotted against time (measured with microscope device.)

tions affecting turgor, on to which pattern is
superimposed the more dramatic dimensional

TABLE I. CONTRACTION NEAR THE CUT
AFTER TAPPING

changes due to tapping. In a few cases, the

bark recovered thickness after tapping to such
Clone

a degree as to overshoot the original thickness
measured before tapping—usually during a
rain shower. However, these variations hardly

affect the extremely rapid contraction noted

RRIM 526*
RRIM 526*
RRIM 526f
RRIM 526f
PR 107f

after tapping.

Figure 4 shows the typical contraction response in relation to the flow.
Agreement was good between results obtained from tests with both types of apparatus.
Table 2 shows results calculated back to mean

Immediate
contraction

No. of

80 [x
90 „
80 „
120 „
73

16
21
14
20

vessel
rings

21

* Measured with microscope device,
t Measured with dial gauge.

40

Contraction

per vessel
5.0
4.5
5.7
6.0
3.5

[i.
„
„
„
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Figure 5. Flow rate and bark contraction (measured with dial gauge) for repeated tapping.

vessel contraction. It will be noted that the
immediate contraction per vessel ranges from

For this purpose, the dial gauge was used
as in Figure 6, Both the gauge probe and the

3.5(A to 6[x; values of the same order as those

reference probe were placed against the outer

obtained by Boatman for positions much

bark, the former 1.5 mm below the old cut

further away from the cut.
The experiments so far give no support to

and the latter 20 mm further below. Thus,
only the differential collapse after tapping is

any hypothesis of a localised vessel collapse

measured between a point 0.5 mm below the

within the first millimetre of bark below the

cut and point 20 mm further down the trunk.

cut. They involve a comparison between results
attained as described, and data obtained by
other workers using quite different methods
and slightly different assumptions. Since the
main interest of this study lies in such differences between bark contraction in the immediate
vicinity of the cut, and the contraction an inch
below the cut, a modification was introduced
to obtain a direct experimental comparison.

Measurements were carried out with two
sets of eight trees each. As expected, the differential movement recorded was extremely small,
and it also tended to be swamped for individual trees by the small random perturbations
due to flexing of the trunk in slight breezes.
The arithmetic mean of the readings from the
first eight trees gave a differential collapse of
0.3(x per vessel ring, occurring almost instant41
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aneously after tapping and disappearing within ten minutes. The repeat experiment on a
further eight trees gave a mean differential of
0.7fj. per vessel ring again occurring at once and
disappearing within ten minutes. In both cases
the differential operated in the sense of a
temporarily greater contraction near the cut.
It is thus true to say that, immediately after
tapping, the bark just below the cut contracts
locally more than it does further down the
trunk. The effect however is very small and it
is largely transient—doubtless, due to the wave
of low pressure which must be initiated when
the latex vessels are opened and which travels
down the vessel system and disappearing over
an inch within a few minutes. A similar effect
was noted by GOODING (1952a) much further
down the trunk.
If trees are tapped in a relatively dry period,
recovery of bark dimensions is often delayed
by many hours. It is therefore possible to tap
a tree in a dry period, allow the latex flow to
run to a normal stop and then tap again before the bark has recovered to its original
dimensions. If vessel collapse were the dominant factor in latex flow, the second and subsequent tappings, with latex vessels still partially
collapsed, should yield flow patterns very different to the initial tapping. Some results from
experiments of this type are shown in Figure 5.
The differences in the latex flow curves between initial and subsequent tappings are
small, although the recovery of bark dimensions is by no means complete.

Figure 6. Dial gauge in position for measuring differential contraction.

of the vessels, of up to 25 %. If latex flow in
such very fine bores follows Poiseulle's law to a
first approximation, a given pressure gradient
would produce roughly one third to one half
the flow possible with the vessels in their initial
state (since, by Poiseulle's law, flow under a
given pressure gradient is related to the fourth
power of the vessel radius).
The possibility has also been considered that,
in a latex vessel, the true bore available for
flow may be less than that of the vessel lumen,
because of the layer of viscous cytoplasm
thought to exist near the vessel wall. This has
been checked by electron microscopy, the
detailed results of which will be published later.
The general conclusion, however, is that such
parietal layers are quite thin and do not reduce

DISCUSSION

All the experiments discount the possibility of
localised vessel collapse being the major factor
in stopping latex flow. The direct measurements of bark contraction near the cut agree
closely with Boatman's figures for contraction
lower down the trunk, and the differential
collapse measurements confirm directly that
there is no more than a very small transient
localised collapse, insufficient to give rise to a
major obstruction of the type inferred in recent
work from other fields.
However, there seems to be a general collapse

of latex vessels extending to some distance
from the cut, with a constriction, in the bore
42
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the effective bore of a mature vessel enough to
affect the situation greatly.

degree near the cut than they do elsewhere.
Boatman's repeated tapping experiments sug-

Partial collapse of the latex vessels results in
a system which will offer greater resistance to
flow; during the period when such a collapse
is developing, latex must be forced out of the

gest that an obstruction develops close to
the cut within a few minutes after tapping.
This cannot be explained in terms of local

vessel collapse.
The dial gauge device has proved a useful
instrument for detecting turgor pressure effects
on bark thickness and its simplicity may prove

vessels at a great rate—somewhat like toothpaste squeezed out of the tube. Latex contained in the vessels before tapping is at a

hydrostatic pressure of some 10 atmospheres
(BOATMAN AND BUTTERY, 1964). When the
vessel ends are opened, the pressure at the cut

of value for further work of this type.
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tion in bore to some extent. Another consequence is a general relaxation of pressure

throughout the surrounding tissue, accompanied by some contraction of cells outside
the latex vessels due to wall pressures. The
assumption that all the measured bark contraction is due to latex vessel collapse is not
completely justified, and the values given for
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